THE STONE ROWS OF DARTMOOR. PART

II

BY R. HANSFORD WORTH

(Figures

in

brackets are the serial numbers assigned

to

the

Rows in Part I.)
IN the first part of this paper I listed and described 58 stone-

rows. Two others were left without full description and must
so remain ; and I am not yet able to deal fully with No. 56
in the Avon Valley. One further Row (59I) has been discovered ; the details are as follows:
56. Br,lcx Ton, AyoN VerrBy
Not as 5zet surveyed.
59. I. Gt-xaBRooK, BnBNr Fonr Hrrr
, Devon, 6 inch O.S., cxix. S.E., lon. 3'.53'.3r " ,Lat. 5o".26, .ro, ,
the position given being that of the centre of the cairn at
the east end. A double Row. Very near the Corringdon
Group.(59-A-B-C), and lying_to the. north-east of that group,
with the stream of the East Glaze intervemng.
This Row was found on the r6th August , ,S+2, on the
occasion of a visit by the Plymouth Branch of the Devonshire
.\ssociation to the neighbourhood. It happened that the
evening light was peculiarly favourable, ana Ur. Masson
Phillips detected on the hillside some four or five stones which
appeared to be set in a row. Inspection proved that these
stones were indeed set and the Row was traced up the hill
to its termination in a cairn.
The length of the Row from its present western end to the
centre of the cairn is 4ro {eet. The direction of the western
half o-f t]re Rorr is N.53'E, while the eastern half lies N.57"E,
a small deviation. From its position, and the practical ideritity
of its. dire^ction, it is possible that this Row-is part of groull
5g-A-B-C.
At tg4 feet from its western end the Row is crossed by the
course of a disused leat, and r3r feet further on the prbsent
Corringdon leat crosses the Row. These have creat6d considerable disturbance, with the result thal the last set stone
occurs at 255 feet.
Forty-two stones in all are undoubted members of the
Row ; of these z7 are set and standing, and 15 have fallen.
\one are large ; the tallest standing stone is z- f.eet 3 inches
high,_.one fallen stone is z feet 9 inches in length, two still
standing mea,sure respectively r ft. ro ins. x rrlns. x r ft. g
ins. high, and r ft. rr ins. x r ft. 3 ins. x r ft. 8 ins. high.
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pairs of set stones still stand, the distance apart of
Five
the stones in the-pairs, measured between the inner facis are,
respectively :. 3 ft. z ins., z ft. rr ins., z ft. 6inr., z ft. z ins.,
and r ft. ro ins. ; giving a mean of z ft. 6 ins.
the length of the row the distance apart of the stones
. Along
is
ascertainable with certainty in twelve places ; these
distances, from centre of stone io centre of stone are resDec_
tively as follows: 6 ft.,.6 ft., 5 ft., 5 ft., 5 ft., 5 ft., 5^ft.,
4ft. 6ins., 4 ft. 6 ins., 3 ft. 9 ins., 3 ft. 6 ins., and 3 ft. ;'eivin;
a mean o! 4 ft.8 ins. It will be seen that there is considirablE
irregularity in this respect ; but nine measurements lie within
the limits of 6 ft. and 4 ft. 6 ins., and only three are outside
this range.
- .Plevation of ground at cairn ro3o O.D. i gradient t in tz,
falling S.W.
. The necessity- of making this addition after the paper had.
becn rcad, is fair proof that the subject is noi ^as vet
exltaustcd ; finality in matters concerning Dartmoor seehs
unattlrina,b!9. I now, while correcting the proof, learn that
Mrs. Z. W. E. Watkin found this Row ln rq+i ; but, believins
it t! be already known, did not report it. Finding it omitteJ
in Part I, she has written to me.
We thus have details of 59 Rows as a basis for statistical
analysis, and may first take the simplest classification.
SrucrB, DouBLE AND TREBLE Rows.
On Dartmoor there are 25 single Rows, z8 douhle, and i
treble. There is also one Row u,irich is clearlv doubie as tI

one end, and single as to the other

;

and the diffLrence between

the ends is certainly original, and not the result of anv later
interference (6o). Another example is in part clouble, in part
singlg, and there is no evidence to suggest that it was iver
wholly double (r7).
Where Rows are associated to form a group, the members
of the grorrp are rarely all of one class. Thus, it T rowlesuorthy
(i+-rS) one Row is double, the other is single. At Dyizzlecomie
(t7-t8-tg), of three Rows two are sin[le, one is in part
double. The l{artey Group (zz-23) consisti of one doublelnd
one single Row , _ while at Corringd,on, Ball, Glazebyook (57-5g_
59-59I) two treble Rows are asso:iated with one singi"e'a"na
one double.

STzr oT INDIvIDUAL SToNES, oMITTING TERMINAL MENHIRS.

In every Row there is much variation in the size of the
stones. In practically every Row some of the stones are
insignificant_in size, while still significant as part of the
alignment. There are stones which- have never -stood more
than six to nine inches above the surface. On the other hancl,
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omitting terminal menhirs, and those occasional large stones
which are to be found standing next to the graves, we may
cite the entirely exceptional series at the north end of Stald.on
(7) some of which stand over eight feet in height.
Even in such a considerable example as the triple Row on
Yqr Tor (+g) fair average for the size of the stones is
^ while the largest is but rB" x 19" x 32" high.
12" x 4o x 8" high,
The largest upright at Classcombe Ball, (6o) measures 24" x
13" x 4r" high.
In general it may be said that of the stones manv are less
than eighteen inches, few are more than three feet in height ;
this remark is applicable to Rows which have suffered littlc
or no interference since their construction. The case of those
which lie near newtake walls is one of greater poverty.
Robbery for walling pllrposes has reduced some to insignificance. An extreme instance is to be found at Shuggledown,
from the l-ongstone southward (38) ; there, of a double Row
originally 555 feet in length, there now remain but two small
stones, and one larger (which formerly had two somewhat
longer companions). The ordinary stones of the Row went to
make the newtake wall of Thornworthy; the two larger
stones were taken for gateposts, and their companion was
left as being too large for the wall, too small for a post.
Another example is the group at Corringdon Ball (SZ-SB-SS)
which was robbed for the purpose of the Corringdon Neutake
wall. The largest stone now standing is but zJ inches in
height, three others are zr, zo and rB inches high respectively,
and with a very few exceptions none of the others exceed
ro inches in height, and many stand less than 5 inches.
The larger stones which are sometimes placed next to the
terminal barrow are, perhaps, best mentioned here ; a few
examples will suffice. At Doun Tor (zo,\ the stone next the
retaining circle of the barrow is 9'6" in height; it is followed
bv a short series of stones in descending order of height, but
aii well above the average in the Row]
At Assacombe (q) the three stones nearest the barrow are
respectively 7'-6', 4'-6", and 4'-6" in height ; this is a
double Row. A double Row at Shuggledoun (34) starts,
at a fourfold retaining circle, with two stones, both fallen,
the one rr'-6" and the other ?' 4" it length; and on Watern
Hill (4$ another double Row starts at a barrow with a stone
,5'-ro" in height in the east alignment, while its companion in
the west alignment is but a little larger than the average of
the Row. These are notable examples ; but it may be said
that, in general, the stones nearest the grave give evidence
of selection, being for the more part larger than the average ;
and no comparatively small or insigniflcant stones are used

in that

position.
N
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With the exception of such as have been selected for special
positions, the factor which governs the size of the stones is
the material available within a reasonable distance ; the
importance of a Row, as determined by its length, is not
necessarily reflected by the size of its individual members.

Tnr

spacrNc oF THE sroNES rN THE Rows.

In this section all obvious gaps left by loss or robbery have
been excluded from consideration.
No Row is a strictly regular structure, and the spacing of
stones in any Row may vary considerably, especially the
spacing along the length of the Row. Thus, at Merrivale A
(27) the mean longitudinal spacing, centre to centre, is 5'-6",
with extremes of 4'-7" and 7'-9'; Merriaale B (28) has a
mean distance of 7'-r", with extremes of 5'-3" and 9'-ro'.
At Wateyn Hill (++) the mean longitudinal spacing is g'-r",
while the extremes are 6' and r{-7o ; but in this instance
there is greater regularity than the extreme figures suggest,
since eighty per cent. of the measurements fall within the
limits B'-3" and ro'.
Subject to the qualification as to irregularity it remains
that the mean of the measurements in any Row has a real
descriptive value, and I have selected twenty-six rows the
condition of which is sufficiently perfect to give validity to

the measurements. I have accordingly ascertained the mean
longitudinal distance, centre to centre, between the stones
in each of the twenty-six Rows, the highest figure which I
obtained being ro'-r" and the lowest 3' ; while the mean of
all the means is S'-?". In this calculation I have rejected the

north end of the Staldoz Row (7) where the entirely exceptional
spacing of from 30' to .5o' is to be found. That spacing has
been accurately ascertained, but it is in a class to itself.
Of the Rows which I ha"ve used in this calculation, some are
single, some double and some treble. For the seven single
Rows the mean of means is 5'-7", the same dimension as for
the whole group ; while the four treble Rows give a mean of
4'-ro". As far as a figure based on so few examples has any
validity, it would appear that the tendency was to space
the stones along the length of treble Rows at less distance
than in either the single or double.
The width across, at right angles to the length, I have
measured between the stones, from face to face, and not from
centre to centre, in other words the width of the track between
the stones ; but in using the word " track " I have no intention
of suggesting a processional path. Fourteen double rows are
included in the measurements, and the results are : the highest
figure obtained is 9'-6" and the lowest is r'-ro", while the mean
of means is 4'-2".
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The figures for the treble Rows are, highest 6'-5", lowest
3'-ol', mean of means 5l-o". It would appear that the stones
were spaced wider apart in the treble Rows than in the
double; but here again, the data are insuf&cient to show a
deliberate intent.
fn considering the width across the Rows I have purposely
left out of account the double Row on Sharl>itor, at the base
of the eastern slope (26) where the space betwebn the stones is
but 6 to 7 inches ; this Row is in a class to itself.
Even as there was a strong tendency to place the best

and largest stones next to the barrow, so there is clear

indication that the Rows were at places purposely widened
as thev neared the grave. A good exarnple is afforded at

Watern Hill, (44), where the width between the two stones
next to the barrow is B'-z', and 36 feet farther from the
barrow the width is reduced to 6'-0".
TERrr,trwars.

In their original form it is probable that all Rows had
formal terminals at either end. These terminals, where still
in being, take one of three forms :(r) A barrow or cairn, with or without a retaining circle.
(z) A menhir, being a stone larger, especially in the
matter of height, than the ordinary stones of the
Row.

(S) A blocking-stone, stancling across the space between
double Rows, or the spaces between treble Rows.
,,
Such blocking-stones are set with their greatest
w"idth at right angles to the lengths of the Row,
while the normal stones of the Row alwavs stand
with their greatest width parallel to the length.
Thirtlr-eight Rows have barrows at one end (1-3-4-5-6-9-101l-12- I 3-14-15
45-47 ?-51.s7

?-

r6-17-18-r9-20.22-23-24-26-29-30-33-34-36 -40 -41- 43-44-

-58-59-59I-6I).

Of these barrows twentv are without retaining circles, and
their reference numbers are printed in heavy type.

Four Rows have barrows at both ends (r-42-48-6o) ; of these
one circled barrow, and one barrow
without a circle, while neither barrow at 4z is circled.
Two Rows have each a barrow interrupting the length of
the Row (28-+g), and in each instance the barrow is circled.
There are thus forty-four instances in which a barrow or
barrows form a definite part of the Row.
Ten menhirs appear as terminals (z-t4-t6-t7-r8-rg-3o-37S8-So). A menhir at one end and a barrow at the other occur

r, 48 and 6o each have

in seven

instances (z-r4-r6-t7-t8-r9-3o). Menhirs are

especially liable to removal to serve as gateposts and for other

r8c)
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utilitarian purposes, while cairns and barrows are convenient
sources of precollected stone. It is a matter for congratulation
tirat so many have been left in association.

Only eight blocking-stones are known, seven certain and ono

doubtful, (zr-24-27-z\-39?-44-46-55). Two Rows (z+-++)
have at one end barrows, at the other blocking-stones. One
(zB) has a irarrow in the centre, and a blocking-stone at one

end; at the other end no terminal remains. Rows zr-27-46-45
have no terrninals at the ends rcmote from the blocking-stones.

The largest and most prominent blocking-stone is that
which closes the south end of the Chall,acombe Ptow (46).
This is about five feet in width at the base and over six feet
in height. It is well to repeat that a stone set athwart the
middle row of this Row, somervhat in the manner of a blockingstone is, in its present position, no lnore than the product of
a tntldern restoration.
It has been stated bv a recent writer that the end of a
Dartmoor " alignment " is almost invariably marked bv a
transverse blocking-stone. This is certainly incorrect even if
menhirs are to be accepted as " blocking-stones," without
regard to the question whether they be transverse or not.
He also says that sometimes the first as well as the last stone
is placed transversely, and cites Assacombe and Cosdon, both
of which are restorations, and two instances at Trowlesworthv
Warren, where he may have mistaken stones in the retaining
circles of the barrows. Rut even that explanation will not
suffice

; the one perfect circle at Trowlesworthy

stone next

has the

to the Row turned with its broad face pointing

along the Row, which is rnost unusual, and effectively counteri

his statement.

TnB rrNcrn oF THE Rows.
No Row is complete, nor can its original length be
ascertained with certainty, unless it has a formal terminal at
either end. It is not safe to relax this rule, although it
seriously restricts the number of measurements availahle.
This requirement limits the number of ascertained lengths
to fourteen (t-z-r.4-r6-t7-r8-r9-24-3o -38-42-44-48-6o), but the
list certainly includes both the longest and the shortest
Dartmoor Rows. There are none longer whether perfect or
imperfect, and all which are shorter have obviously been
the victims of extensive spoilation.
The greatest length is rr,r5o feet (r), and the least is ro4
f.eel (42). I give the whole list :-rr,r5o ft. ; 6,28o lt.;
r,74oft.; 634ft.; 555 ft.; 4grft.; 488 ft. ; 4nft.; 437
tt. ; 426 tt. ; 366ft. ; 33o ft. ; zg6ft. ; ro4 ft. Themean of
which is r,698 ft., but this figure is obviously unduly influenced
by the exceptional lengths of the first three.
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Provided we keep in mind the fact that every incomplete
row must, to some extent, be of less than its original length,
it may be useful to.take a view of the figures excluded above
as laiking in precision ; arranging them in groups, with 5o
feet intervals. The results are :-o to 5o feet in length, one
Row ; 5o to roo ft., three Rows; roo to r5o ft., two ;- r5o
to zoo it., two ; zoo to z5o lt., four; z5o to 3tlo ft., four;
3oo to 35o ft., one ; 35o to 4oo ft., two ; 4oo to 45o ft., four;
+5o to 5oo ft., thr:ee ; 5oo to 55o ft., two ; 55o to 6oo ft., five ;
6oo to 65o

ft., one ; 65o to 7oo ft., one ; 7oo to 75o ft.,

one.

Followed by individual lengths of 864 ft., g5o ft., r,o38 ft.,
t,zoo ft., r,46o lt., r,5oo ft., r,643ft. The whole giving a mean
of 5o9 fcet in length.
i conclude thai no Row in its original condition was less
than roo ft. or more than rr,r5o ft. in length ; that the
majority lay between the limits zzo and -62o ft. ; and that
eight rows had lengths ranging between B8o ft. and t,74o ft.,
while the two outstanding examples were 6,28o ft. and rr,r5o

ft. in

length respectively.

SBmcrroN oF SITE.
Elevation above sea level appears to have had little direct
influence on the choice of sites. Stated in feet above Ordnance
Datum the distribution of the Rows is as follows :75o to rooo ft.
rooo to tzoo ft.
r2oo to r4oo ft.
r4oo to 16oo ft.

r6o/u

37%

$%
12%

zo/,
above 16oo ft.
The lowest site is at 75o feet, and the highest at r,66o feet.

But, indirectlv, elevation makes for deeper deposits of
p6at ; and where any but a slight depth of peat is to be founcl
the setting of stones in firm and stable manner ii not possible.
Above r,ioo O.D. this precluded the use of all but a small
area.

At a level of about r,z5o feet otthe Stalbnoor-Gveen H'ill Row
(r) it appears at first sight that the-builders miscalculated in
itir m*ite., since the stones seem to have sunk ; but, in truth,
it is not the stones which have sunk; they are flrm set, but
the peat, originally shallow, has grown in depth-to the extent
of about two feei. In most places, whether the site be on
ordinary soil or on shallow peat, some growth in depth has
taken place, and the stones are less pro,minent accordinglv.
Althbugh the elevation of the ground does not-appear to
have exeicised m,uch influence over the choice made, there is
another matter of level which I believe to have been regarded
as a matter of extreme importance, the gradient. The gradients
along the length of the fows are distributed in the following
proportion :-
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r in ro

rinrr

t in rz

15 :: :: :: ::

r in
t rr 22
r in 36

I-1"-+o
to level

r

S.6"i
5'o'/'

';lYi
r?.So/o

,.i6/"
2.;%

.Slight

45.66,/,
_ Now these are gradients which, among the hils"of i)"artmoor
have_ to be sought for, if the flats by t[e riverside,
t,r-t
avoided ; and even the riversides are often steep
"r. and.

irregular.

It has followecl that rnany of the Rows are located on thc
ridges between the watersheds, for there the longest lines
oJ easy gJadients are to be found. Take as an exjmple the
Row at Challacombe (46) where the gradient ranges f.n.n r
in rr to level, and is concave, so that- the whole iow can b"
seen from either end. If that Row had been directed east
toward the course of the East Webburn it would have run
into a gradient of r in 4, or if to the West toward tire course
of the West Webburn, the gradient would have been r in ro,
and in either instance_the ground would have been convex j
so that but a short distance,of the row would have been
visible from any point. I do not suggest that there u.. ,oJ
many Rows in which the one ena iJ hidden from the other
!y tfr. convexity of the ground; biit from the barrow it
is always possible to view a considerable length of the Row.
-. An even better example .is the Doan Tor"Row (zo) which
lies along the water parting
between the Deanioncbe and.
Neuleycombe brooks. From the ba.rrow the ground g."iiy
inclines, then for a short spac-e becomes level, and subseqientlj,

gently-rises- The site of the Row is thus concave, ind

it's

whole length can be seen from either end.
Of the shorter Rows some, such as Latr,nceston Mooy (2,\were kept on approximately level ground Ix. heing s"t paraii"i

tothecontoursonre1ativeIyflat-1oppedhilIs.
. The steepest site-is at*Aisacornbe-(43) wherc the gradient
is r in 6 (not steep for a Dartmoor hiil)-incl the Row'iiterally
charges_down the hill ; but the Row is short, ancl thc g.or,rd,
although inclined, is nearly a true plane.
It was not until I gathered into- a narrow compass the
available data that I realised the extent to which this question
of suitable gradients dominated the direction of the various
Rows. I believe it to be the determining feature, and that
we need seek no further clue to their orientation.
How far this principle of site selection was justly followed
may be judged from the fact that Drizzlecornbe lr7-rg-r9),
o
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on what by these criteria is the most perflct site, presents
to the modern eye the most perfect of the groups i - uld
M erriuale (27-z}-'ig) , on a site but little less in accord with the
same criteria, wo,iiA be classed second in order by modern
standards.
But evidence

is not lacking that the search for the ideal
was not alwavs successful, not always Perhaps-Pgrsued with
dne diligence ; while the Stallrnoor-Green. Hill, Row (r)
demonstiates that Dartmoor had no room for a monument
on such a scale as a Row e:g miles in length, except at the
sacrifice of perfection.
The vagaiies of that Row have broken the hearts of the
astronomeis. At its south end it leaves the retaining circle
on Stallmoor and takes a direction N.r$'B. ; meeting a little
cross valley it diverges to N.zol"E. in order to cross it
approxima[ely at right angles ; then for- a short sqlce -i!
l/.r4$5E, andlollowing this swings back to a trifle W.
pbints
-of
'tb

make a crossing of the river Erme at a point
that stream can be intersected at right angles, since
otherwise the river and the Row would be involved in a

t.oe l{.

where

struggle for the same site ; from the crossing-lhe Ro-w proceeds
in mirch the same directiori, to cross the Red'lake, also at right

it

then continues its course -u-p tlrg-slopes -of Cre.en
its direction being ly'.ro'I{2. At this point
its line was far out of that necessary to close on the summit
ol Green Hill, arrd another diversion had to be made to
ly'.rr'E., which completed the course. The direction of the
Row from end to end is N.oe'I4l.
In making this statement I have purposely omitted-.some
minor devia-tions in direction, in the interest of simplicity ;
had I introduced them the irregularities would have been
greater. Add to the divergences in alignment the variations

angles;

Uiit

to,r 77o teet,

In gradient which arise froni the various hills and ridges crossed
o.ilimb"d, and one may judge why reall-7 long Rows must be

rare on Dartmoor.
OnreNrnrrox.
I once thought that the general trend.of the Rows lay. in
the north-east-quadrant, diflering in this from the orientation
of the kistvaens which lies toward the north-west quadrant.
As regards the Rows this was an error, such as may well
arise whin one writes too soon, and on incomplete knowledge.

It

may be an error to write too soon, but delay mav.mean
does not write at all; I do not know that this is a

that one

sufficient excuse.

Now that the evidence is fairly complete the question of
orientation seems to have taken a purely geographical

si5pificance, Perhaps one should have guessed as much from

rB4
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the .frequent minor irregularities in . individual Rows,
culminating in the divergencies of the Stalbnoor-Green Hiti

example.
None the less there are those who will rightly wish to know

full details as to the direction taken b.y the"Rows. fo .nort""
the statement I have prepared a diagrlm on which the several
directions are marked (fiS. r). This shows that within the
limits l/.4"E. and 1y'.4'.45,W. lie the directions of fourte:.n
Rows, these I call the North group, none being 5" distant
from that direction. Thirty-two Rows point tuittier to the
east, and fourteen point further to the West. BnerLsFoRD
(Antiquigt, Dec., 1938, p. 446) states that the Rows tend to
run approximately east and west, which is an obvious error;
but adds : " In other cases the direction seems to be governed
by the J9r.q of the ground," with which, in greater"detail, I
agree. Neither of us is, it would seem, prepaied to attribute
any ritual significance to direction.
The fact that sites were dictated by geographical conditions
does not necessitate that all the memleri of a eroup shoulrl
have the same direction of length . The Shuggled.oin Rows
group, althorig'h on opposite
$+-SS-56-S7-:&SO) .u.9 a

-definite
of
hill; their d_irections
of length ale Nt;.fo,W.,
1l_opes
-ajV., and N.it"W.',
N..zr".t5'W.,
NA'W.,
-N-.28".3o'W.,
divergence which still leaves north as the nearest cardinai
point. lut 1t Merriaale (27-z\-zg), in consequence of the
greater breadth of the
-approximately level ground, a greater
diver^gence rya-s_ possible, the bearings being :-,n/.g3o"3o,8.,

N.8r'E.,

and N.z4o.r5' E.

Tnp essocrRTroN oF BaRnows AND Rows.
Forty-three of the Dartmoor Rows include barrows as
integral parts of their construction.
The rule is that the barrow is placed at the higher end of
the Row; this rule is subject to occasional except'ions, which
will be dealt with later. No question of compass bearing is
involved; the higher end, be it north, south, east or wist,
receives the barrow. Thus, in. the Shotggtedoz0,/, group; Rows
34 and 36 lie on the north side of the summit- of ifie nlt,
and their barrows are at the south ends. Row 37 lies on the
south slope of the hill; it has a menhir at the south end, so that
the barrorv, which bi,, analogy we may assume it to have had,
must have been at the north end. Taking all the Dartmoor
Rows which have each one barrow, in 3r iistances it is at the
higher end; in four cases the ground is so far level that it is
difficu-lt to say which is the ligher end, except bv the use of
a level. fn one instance (r) the ground falls from either end of
the Row to a central dip, and there is a barrow at either end.
There are three examples of barrows at either end, where the
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result is a barrow at the higher and another at the lower end.
Of these cases one is especially interesting, Glasscombe Ball,

(6o); here there is a barrow at the higher end, from which
runs a double Row; this Row is abruptly replaced by a single
Row in the same direction and that, at the lower end of the
composite Row, terminates in another barrow. Thus we have
a barrow which is the starting point of a double Row which
runs some distance and abruptly changes character, becoming
a single Row, which continuing the same direction, ends in a
barrow. There is no doubt that the double part of the

alignment was always double, and the single part was always
single. The spacing along the Row is also diflerent. In the
double part the average distance centre to centre of the stones
is 5'-5', and in the single part it is 7'-5". The arrangement
certainlv suggests an original Row with a barrow at the higher

end, the Row being double; to which at a later date was
added a length of single Row, terminating in a barrow at the
lower end.

It may be that in all the rows with barrows at each end
the second barrow is a later addition.
There are other exceptions to the rule, Shuggledown (38),
Challacombe (46), Lawghter (5o). In the first and last of these
the higher end of the Row is terminated by a large menhir,
so that, if there were a barrow it must have been at the
lower end, where there is now no terminal. fn each instance
there is some evidence in favour of the view that there was
formerly a barrow at the lower end, the stones of the row,
near that end, being distinctly above average in size, a feature
common as the barrow is approached. If this is so, then
Shuggled.oun mav be another example of later addition ;
Row G having been first constructed, terminating in the
Longstone, and a further Row added south of the Longstone
and terminating to the south in a barrow. (S8) and (5o)
have both been badly robbed by newtake wall builders.
Challacombe (46) is more like Laughtor (5o). The Row
terminates at its highest point in a large blocking-stone, this
is to the south; to the north the end of the Row has been
wholly removed in the formation of a gully-working for tin.
Yet it must have been here, at the lower end, that the barrow,
if any, stood. Whatever the explanation, these are three
undoubted exceptions to the rule ; unless we are to believe
that no barrows were ever associated with either of the three
Rows.

There are two instances of barrows interrupting the course
of a Row, Mevriaale (28) and Yar Tor (49).
CoNctustoNs.
Barrows occur in such number as integral parts of Rows
as to leave no doubt the Rows are sepulchral monuments.
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The orientation of Rows is so varied, and so iniimately
connected with physical conditions that it can have no rituil
significance.

The intended length oI a Row largely determined the
of the site.
the I-ong Row on the Erme (r)
is suffrcient evidence Eut
that the builders were prepared: to
sacrifice perfection to length when they had reasbn io desire
selection

the latter; some details of other of the longer Rows support
this.
Rows as we now find them were not always completecl in
one operation; where there are two terminal barrows one is
probably a later addition. And where either a barrow or a
menhir breaks the length of a Row it was protrably once a
tgrminal (I exclude the Merriuale example, -where ihe Row
dislinctly rvidens out to embrace the bairow).
The Rows are of the same period as the hut-circles.
While the Rows are undoubtedly sepulchral monuments,
the underlying idea which gave them vllue in the minds of
their builders remains unknown ; no studv of d.etail has
afforded a clue.
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Assacombe
Black Tor, Avon
Black Tor, Meavy
Brown Heath
Burford Down
Butterdon, Erme
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7
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